
 

PORTALS: Life in Two Realms Notes 

Welcome! Worship before you receive The Word of The Lord. 

 

I chose two songs perfect for giving a vision of Heaven during worship. With 

this new Revelation, I started seeing myself seated next to Jesus and singing 

the words to Him. I reached over and took His Hand, and that led to me 

leaning over to rest on His Arm. That's how close we are to Him. Right now. 

Every minute of the day. That's life-changing.  

12:57 a.m. Friday, June 12, 2020 

Part 1 is an introduction to this season of visitations I've been having with 

Jesus. When either Person of The Godhead comes to commune with us, or 

we go up to commune with Them, we've traveled through a portal from the 

natural to the spiritual realm; dreams included. I chose to share this 

Revelation because it's an important enough topic that Jesus spoke about it. 

Of all the things in the universe that He could've shared, He wants to increase 

understanding of living from our position in Heaven with Him - living from 

our spirits outwardly. 



He is seated at The Place of Authority in Heaven and because we're seated 

with Him, we have the same position and same access. View Parts 1 and 2 

now. 

Here's further clarification about Gideon and participating with existing 

portals. There are various portals all around the world with a high 

concentration in Israel because that's God's land. But during Gideon's season, 

they weren't receiving from Heaven regularly because their sin closed the 

door. They'd assimilated to the surrounding culture by worshiping false gods 

and then succumbed to fear. Dishonoring The Law of Moshe was a seed (key) 

that locked Heaven over them, and opened the door for the demonic which 

allowed enemies to rise up against them. Therefore, even though the portal 

the angel used existed, a sacrificial seed was required to keep it open. In 

effect, Gideon committed treason against the demonic realm and cut 

covenant with Yahweh. He stood in the gap and returned Israel to right 

relationship with The Lord. View Part 3 now. 

5:33 p.m. Friday, June 12, 2020 

When I say see yourself in your position in Heaven, next to Jesus, I don't 

mean imagine. I mean see with spiritual eyes. That takes practice/training. 

You practice by meditating on The Word and bringing your spirit to the 

forefront. View Part 4 now. 

 

Relationship with The Godhead and extraordinary living is a big investment 

and sacrifice, but it has an immeasurable positive return. It's easy to go to 

church once a week, pray at meals and then not give God another 

consideration. It's harder to totally sell out to the point that the unseen realm 

becomes bigger and more of your reality than this natural, temporal realm. 

Learning to live from our Position in Heaven increases our spiritual visions 

and supernatural capacity. When we see ourselves seated with Yeshua, 

whatever we've been praying about or working on in life, will come into view 

according to what is in the Heavenly Realm. I've been practicing seeing 



myself there, and then receiving Divine Revelation. Here are some examples. 

 

After worshiping yesterday, seeing myself ministering to Jesus in Heaven, I 

had a vision of my son's stock portfolio value at $1257. I received that picture 

because it's a Heavenly Reality already and because we'd just prayed over it. 

Now that I've seen it, I can come into agreement with it and make a decree 

for manifestation. Will it happen quickly? I believe so. I can't explain why 

because it's a spiritual thing and has to be received by Faith. What I can say 

is that the picture was seen by my spirit, in Heaven, and was/is so clear that 

I know, that I know, that I know manifestation is right there. 

 

Another supernatural experience happened Tuesday in regards to course 

registrations. I saw myself in Heaven, simply being conscious that that's my 

spirit's location. I saw two registrations and they came later in the day. I did 

the same Wednesday because it worked Tuesday and I figured, why not? I 

have limited natural words to explain this phenomenon. But for whatever 

supernatural reason, making requests from Heaven amps up power and 

authority and brings quick manifestation in the natural. Perhaps it's like 

Elohim saying, "Light be," and light occurring immediately.  

 

I'm not talking about buying cars or houses or anything like that because I 

haven't received vision of those things since purposely focusing on being in 

Heaven. I've received visions for what I focus on each day. June 12, I'm 

praying for the mainstream media to answer to God. I expect to receive vision 

about that issue because that's where my attention will be. 

 

This is why I mentioned commanding your day from your place in Heaven. If 

you awake, put your focus on your place next to Jesus, He'll speak a word or 

give you a vision needed for that day. That's powerful. That's 

guaranteed success.  

 



It's great to pray things down from Heaven, but that often takes time. It's 

possible and better to be there, see it and bring it back. 
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